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MULTI-WAVELENGTH HIGH OUTPUT LASER SOURCE ASSEMBLY

WITH PRECISION OUTPUT BEAM

for

Michael Pushkarsky and David F. Arnone

of

PCT PATENT APPLICATION

RELATED INVENTION

This application claims priority on U.S. Provisional Application Serial No.

61/362,207, filed July 7 , 201 0 and entitled "MULTI WAVELENGTH INFRARED

LASER MODULE WITH NEAR-DIFFRACTION LIMITED OUTPUT". This Application

is a continuation in part of U.S. Patent Application No. 12/427,364 filed on April 2 1,

2009 and entitled "High Output, Mid Infrared Laser Source Assembly." As far as is

permitted, the contents of U.S. Application Serial No. 12/427,364 and U.S.

Provisional Application Serial No. 61/362,207 are incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

Mid Infrared ("MIR") laser sources that produce a MIR wavelength output

beam can be used in many fields such as, in medical diagnostics, pollution

monitoring, leak detection, analytical instruments, homeland security, remote

chemical sensing, and industrial process control. Recently, lasers have been used

to protect aircraft from sophisticated heat-seeking missiles. Manufacturers are

always searching for ways to improve efficiency, durability, and power output of

lasers.

SUMMARY

The present invention is directed to a laser source assembly that generates

an assembly output beam. In one embodiment, the laser source assembly includes

a first laser source, a second laser source, and a dispersive beam combiner. The

first laser source emits a first beam having a first center wavelength, and the second

laser source emits a second beam having a second center wavelength that is

different than the first center wavelength. The dispersive beam combiner includes a



common area that combines the first beam and the second beam to provide the

assembly output beam. In one embodiment, the first beam impinges on the common

area at a first angle, and the second beam impinges on the common area at a

second angle that is different than the first angle. Further, the beams that exit from

the dispersive beam combiner are substantially coaxial, are fully overlapping, and

are co-propagating. Moreover, in certain embodiments, the assembly output beam

has a figure of merit M2 that is less than approximately 1.2.

With the present design, multiple, moderate output power laser sources can

be combined into multi-Watt module configurations that offer many practical benefits.

For example, lower per-facet intensity translates into lower thermal stress on

individual elements, providing much longer term system reliability. In addition, gain

materials with lower power requirements can be manufactured with much higher

yields, providing a dependable supply at lower costs. Further, the combined beams

provide more power while preserving good spatial quality.

In one embodiment, each laser source is an external cavity laser. With this

design, each of the laser sources can be individually tuned so that a specific center

wavelength of each beam is different. In certain embodiments, each laser source

has a similar design, and each laser source includes (i) a quantum cascade gain

media that generates a beam in the mid to far infrared range, (ii) a wavelength

dependent feedback assembly that can be tuned to select the desired wavelength of

the beam, (iii) a temperature controller that controls the temperature of the gain

media, and (iv) a cavity optical assembly positioned between the gain media and the

wavelength dependent feedback assembly. With this design, each of the laser

sources can generate a narrow linewidth, and accurately settable beam.

In one embodiment, the dispersive beam combiner includes a grating which

combines the first beam and the second beam.

Additionally, the laser source assembly can include a third laser source that

emits a third beam having a third center wavelength that is different than the first

center wavelength and the second center wavelength. In this embodiment, the

dispersive beam combiner combines the first beam, the second beam, and the third

beam to provide the assembly output beam. Further, the third beam impinges on the

common area of dispersive beam combiner at a third angle that is different than the

first angle and the second angle.



The present invention is also directed to a method for generating an assembly

output beam, comprising the steps of: (i) emitting a first beam with a first laser

source, the first beam having a first center wavelength; (ii) emitting a second beam

with a second laser source, the second beam having a second center wavelength

that is different than the first center wavelength; and (iii) combining the first beam

and the second beam with a dispersive beam combiner to provide the assembly

output beam. In this embodiment, the first beam impinges on a common area of the

dispersive beam combiner at a first angle, and the second beam impinges on the

common area at a second angle that is different than the first angle. Further, the

beams exiting from the dispersive beam combiner are substantially coaxial.

The present invention is also directed to a missile jamming system for

jamming an incoming missile. In this embodiment, the missile jamming system

includes the laser source assembly described herein directing the assembly output

beam at the incoming missile.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The novel features of this invention, as well as the invention itself, both as to

its structure and its operation, will be best understood from the accompanying

drawings, taken in conjunction with the accompanying description, in which similar

reference characters refer to similar parts, and in which:

Figure 1 is simplified side illustration of a missile, and an aircraft including a

laser source assembly having features of the present invention;

Figure 2 is a simplified schematic of a laser source assembly having features

of the present invention;

Figure 3 is a simplified schematic of another embodiment of a laser source

assembly having features of the present invention;

Figure 4A is a simplified perspective view of still another embodiment of the

laser source assembly having features of the present invention;

Figure 4B is a simplified, partly exploded perspective view of the laser source

assembly of Figure 4A;

Figure 4C is a top view of a portion of a laser source assembly of Figures 4A

and 4B;



Figure 5 is a simplified illustration of the wavelengths of an output beam

having features of the present invention;

Figure 6 is a cut-away view of a laser source having features of the present

invention;

Figure 7 is a simplified schematic of still another embodiment of a laser

source assembly having features of the present invention;

Figure 8 is a graph that illustrates one example of three selected beams

generated by the laser source assembly of Figure 7 ;

Figure 9 illustrates the profiles for the beams generated by the laser source

assembly of Figure 7 ;

Figure 10 is a simplified illustration of a beam director assembly and a beam

combiner having features of the present invention;

Figure 11 is a simplified illustration of another embodiment of a beam director

assembly and a beam combiner having features of the present invention;

Figure 12A is a simplified side illustration of a portion of the optical fiber switch

having features of the present invention, with a redirector of the optical fiber switch

positioned in a first position;

Figure 12B is a simplified side illustration of the portion of the optical fiber

switch with the redirector positioned in a second position; and

Figure 12C is a simplified side illustration of the portion of the optical fiber

switch with the redirector positioned in a third position.

DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 is simplified side illustration of a laser source assembly 10 (illustrated

in phantom) having features of the present invention that generates an assembly

output beam 12 (illustrated with a dashed arrow line). As an overview, in certain

embodiments, the laser source assembly 10 includes multiple laser sources (not

shown in Figure 1) that each generates an accurately settable laser beam (not

shown in Figure 1) , and the laser beams are coherently combined to create the

assembly output beam 12 having a beam quality that is close to the beam quality of

each of the individual laser beams. As a result thereof, multiple, laser sources with

moderate output power can be combined into a multi-Watt module configuration that

offers many practical benefits. For example, lower per-facet intensity translates into



lower thermal stress on individual laser sources, providing much longer term system

reliability. Further, the laser source assembly 10 can generate a powerful and

precise output beam 12 .

In certain embodiments, the multiple lasers sources are mounted on a

common, thermally stabilized, and opto-mechanically stable assembly along with an

integrated beam combining optics that coherently combine the outputs of the

multiple, external cavity, lasers sources.

There are a number of possible usages for the laser source assembly 10

disclosed herein. For example, as illustrated in Figure 1, the laser source assembly

10 can be used on an aircraft 14 (e.g. a plane or helicopter) to protect that aircraft 14

from a heat seeking missile 16 . In this embodiment, the missile 16 is locked onto the

heat emitting from the aircraft 14 , and the laser source assembly 10 emits the

assembly output beam 12 that protects the aircraft 14 from the missile 16 . For

example, the assembly output beam 12 can be directed at the missile 16 to jam the

guidance system 16A (illustrated as a box in phantom) of the missile 16 . In this

embodiment, the laser source assembly 10 functions as a jammer of an anti-aircraft

missile. With this design, the multiple laser sources can be accurately tuned to the

appropriate wavelengths for jamming the guidance system 16A.

Alternatively, the laser source assembly 10 can be used in other applications.

For example, the laser source assembly 10 can be used for a free space

communication system in which the laser source assembly 10 is operated in

conjunction with an IR detector located far away, to establish a wireless, directed,

invisible data link. Still alternatively, the laser source assembly 10 can be used for

any application requiring transmittance of directed infrared radiation through the

atmosphere at the distance of thousands of meters, to simulate a thermal source to

test IR imaging equipment, as an active illuminator to assist imaging equipment, or

any other application.

In certain embodiments, an important aspect of the assembly output beam 12

is the ability propagate through the atmosphere 17 (illustrated as small circles) with

minimal absorption. Typically, the atmosphere 17 absorption is mainly due to water

and carbon dioxide. Atmospheric propagation requires narrow linewidth and

accurate settable wavelength to avoid absorption. With the present invention, in

certain embodiments, at least some of the laser sources generate a narrow linewidth

laser beam that is in the mid to far infrared range, and these laser sources can be



individually tuned so that each laser beam is at a wavelength that allows for

maximum transmission through the atmosphere 17 . Stated in another fashion, the

wavelength of each laser beam can be specifically selected to avoid the wavelengths

that are readily absorbed by water or carbon dioxide. Traditional methods for

generating mid-infrared laser radiation can be complex, difficult to cool, not reliable,

and often do not generate a beam with sufficient power.

A number of Figures include an orientation system that illustrates an X axis, a

Y axis that is orthogonal to the X axis and a Z axis that is orthogonal to the X and Y

axes. It should be noted that these axes can also be referred to as the first, second

and third axes.

The design, size and shape of the laser source assembly 10 can be varied

pursuant to the teachings provided herein. Figure 2 is a simplified illustration of one

embodiment of a laser source assembly 2 10 having features of the present

invention. In Figure 2 , the laser source assembly 2 10 includes (i) multiple laser

sources 2 18A, 2 18B, 2 18C, 2 18N that each generates a laser beam 220A, 220B,

220C, 220N, and (ii) a dispersive beam combiner 222 that combines the laser beams

220A, 220B, 220C, 220N into the spatial output beam 2 12 with minimal degradation

of beam quality. In one embodiment, each of the laser sources 2 18A, 2 18B, 2 18C,

2 18N is designed and/or tuned so that its respective laser beam 220A, 220B, 220C,

220N has a relatively narrow spectral line-width and has a different center

wavelength. Moreover, each of the laser beams 220A, 220B, 220C, 220N impinges

on a common combiner area 224 of the dispersive beam combiner 222 at a different

angle 226A, 226B, 226C, 226N. Further, in one embodiment, the dispersive beam

combiner 222 diffracts the narrow spectral line-width laser beams 220A, 220B, 220C,

220N with various incident angles 226A, 226B, 226C, 226N into one common

direction in a manner that all combined beams 220A, 220B, 220C, 220N spatially

coincide into the co-propagating output beam 2 12 and all of the beams exiting from

the dispersive beam combiner 222 are substantially coaxial. In the simplified

example illustrated in Figure 2 , the dispersive beam combiner 222 is a transmissive,

diffraction grating.

With the designs provided herein, the present invention provides the following

benefits: 1) getting more power into the output beam 2 12 while preserving good

spatial quality; and 2) providing different frequency pulses of light that travel down

the exact same path (at the same time or not).



The number and design of the laser sources 2 18A, 2 18B, 2 18C, 2 18N can be

varied to achieve the power and wavelength requirements for the assembly output

beam 2 12 . In Figure 2 , the laser source assembly 2 10 includes four separate laser

sources 2 18A, 2 18B, 2 18C, 2 18N. Alternatively, the laser source assembly 2 10 can

include more than four or fewer than four separate laser sources 2 18A, 2 18B, 2 18C,

2 18N. It should be noted that any of the laser sources 2 18A, 2 18B, 2 18C, 2 18N can

be referred to as a first, second, third, etc laser source. Somewhat similarly, any of

the laser beams 220A, 220B, 220C, 220N can be referred to as a first, second, third,

etc laser source. Further, any of the beam angles 226A, 226B, 226C, 226N can be

referred to as a first, second, third, etc beam angle.

In one embodiment, one or more of the laser sources 2 18A, 2 18B, 2 18C,

2 18N is an infrared laser source that generates a laser beam 220A, 220B, 220C,

220N having a center wavelength that is in the mid to far infrared wavelength range

(3-30um). Further, one or more of the laser sources 2 18A, 2 18B, 2 18C, 2 18N can

be an electrically pumped semiconductor laser with its own external cavity for

individually controlling the operating center wavelength and line-width of its laser

beam 220A, 220B, 220C, 220N.

Further, in one embodiment, each of the laser sources 2 18A, 2 18B, 2 18C,

2 18N is individually tuned so that a specific center wavelength of the beams 220A,

220B, 220C, 220N of each of the laser sources 2 18A, 2 18B, 2 18C, 2 18N is different.

Thus, the laser sources 2 18A, 2 18B, 2 18C, 2 18N can be tuned so that the assembly

output beam 12 is a multiple wavelength (incoherent) output beam 2 12 . As a result

thereof, the characteristics (e.g. the wavelengths) of the assembly output beam 2 12

can be adjusted to suit the application for the laser source assembly 10 .

As provided herein, the specific center wavelength of each of the beams

220A, 220B, 220C, 220N is also selected to correspond to its respective beam angle

226A, 226B, 226C, 226N. In this embodiment, the dispersive beam combiner 222

includes a diffraction grating. With this design, wavelength (or spectral) beam

combining utilizes spatial coherence, rather than temporal coherence, to combine

the laser beams 220A, 220B, 220C, 220N of different wavelength into the single

output beam 2 12 . More specifically, if a collimated laser beam 220A, 220B, 220C,

220N with multiple spectral lines impinges on a grating 222, the first-order diffracted

beams from the grating 222 propagate in unique directions governed by the grating

diffraction equation. With the present design, the laser source assembly 2 10 is



designed and assembled so that the multiple beams 220A, 220B, 220C, 220N of

unique wavelength and incident angle 226A, 226B, 226C, 226N impinge on a grating

222 such that they overlap at the grating surface 224. If the wavelengths and angles

are chosen to satisfy the grating diffraction equation, then the first-order (or any other

order of choice) of the diffracted beams 220A, 220B, 220C, 220N will emerge as one

collinear beam 2 12 containing all the original wavelengths. One of the primary

benefits of this design is that the output beam 2 12 quality is largely governed by the

quality of the individual laser beams 220A, 220B, 220C, 220N.

It should be noted that with the present invention, the design (e.g. the shape

and spacing of the elongated elements) of the grating can be designed to suit the

different wavelengths and beam angles 226A-226N.

In Figure 3 , the combined beam 2 12 that is transmitted through the dispersive

beam combiner 222 is directed at a lens assembly 236 that focuses the assembly

output beam 2 12 onto an inlet of an optical switch 237. The optical switch 237 is

described in more detail with reference to Figures 12A-1 2C.

Figure 3 is a simplified illustration of another embodiment of a laser source

assembly 3 10 having features of the present invention. In this embodiment, the

laser source assembly 3 10 includes six separate laser sources 3 18A-31 8F, each

generating a laser beams 320A-320F that is directed at the common dispersive

beam combiner 322. In this embodiment, the laser source assembly 3 10 includes a

beam director assembly 328 that redirects the laser beams 320A-320F so that the

individual laser beams 320A-320F impinge at the desired different angles 326A-326F

at the plane of the combiner common area 324 of the dispersive beam combiner 322

(e.g. a grating) and the laser beams 320A-320F are angled so that the assembly

output beam 3 12 (the diffracted beams) co-propagate as they reflect off of and exit

the dispersive beam combiner 322.

The design of the beam director assembly 328 can be varied to suit the

desired layout of the laser source assembly 3 10 . In Figure 3 , the beam director

assembly 328 directs and steers the laser beams 320A-320F at the dispersive beam

combiner 322. In this embodiment, the beam director assembly 328 directs each of

the lasers beams 320A-320F so that their respective beam angle 326A-326F on the

dispersive beam combiner 322 is different.

In one embodiment, for each laser source 3 18A-31 8F, the beam director

assembly 328 can include a first beam director 330A-330F and a second beam



director 332A-332F that is spaced apart from the first beam director 330A-330F.

Further, each beam director 330, 332 can be a reflector (e.g. a beam steering prism)

that includes a coating that reflects light in the wavelength of the respective laser

beam 320A-320F. In Figure 3 , the beam director assembly 328 can include (i) the

first beam director 330A and the second beam director 332A that cooperate to steer

the first laser beam 320A to impinge at the desired first beam angle 326A on the

combiner surface 324; (ii) the first beam director 330B and the second beam director

332B that cooperate to steer the second laser beam 320B to impinge at the desired

second beam angle 326B on the combiner surface 324; (iii) the first beam director

330C and the second beam director 332C that cooperate to steer the third laser

beam 320C to impinge at the desired third beam angle 326C on the combiner

surface 324; (iv) the first beam director 330D and the second beam director 332D

that cooperate to steer the fourth laser beam 320D to impinge at the desired fourth

beam angle 326D on the combiner surface 324; (v) the first beam director 330E and

the second beam director 332E that cooperate to steer the fifth laser beam 320E to

impinge at the desired fifth beam angle 326E on the combiner surface 324; and (vi)

the first beam director 330F and the second beam director 332F that cooperate to

steer the sixth laser beam 320F to impinge at the desired sixth beam angle 326F on

the combiner surface 324.

The materials utilized and the recipe for the coatings of each beam director

330A-332F can be varied according to the wavelengths of the beams 320A-320F.

Suitable materials for the coatings include silicone, germanium, metal-oxides, and/or

metal flourides. Further, the recipe for each of the coatings can be developed using

the commercially available coating design program sold under the name "The

Essential Macleod", by Thin Film Center Inc., located in Tucson, Arizona.

It should be noted that one or more of the beam directors 330A-332F can be

mounted to a mounting base 334 in a fashion that allows each beam directors 330A-

332F to be accurately and individually moved and adjusted relative to the mounting

base 334 and the beam combiner 322 about or along one or more axes. For

example, each of the first beam directors 330A-330F can be a mirror mount that is

adjustable in tip and tilt, and each of the second beam directors 332A-332F can be a

mirror mount that is adjustable in the tip and tilt. With this design, the beam directors

330A-332F can be accurately moved to properly direct the respective beam 320A-

320F at the beam combiner 322 at the desired beam angle 326A-326F for the



respective wavelength of the beams 320A-320F. Further, with this design, each of

the beams 320A-320F can be adjusted with four degrees of movement (two with the

first beam director and two with the second beam director). Alternatively, the

directors can be designed to adjust the beams with more than four or fewer than four

degrees of movement.

In this design, the specific center wavelength of each of the beams 320A-

320F is also selected to correspond to its respective beam angle 326A-326F to

achieve the co-propagating output beam 3 12 . In this embodiment, the dispersive

beam combiner 322 includes a diffraction grating. With this design, wavelength (or

spectral) beam combining utilizes spatial coherence to combine the laser beams

320A-320F of different wavelength into the single output beam 3 12 . With the

present design, the laser source assembly 3 10 is designed and assembled so that

the multiple beams 320A-320F of unique wavelength and incident angle 326A-326F

impinge and overlap on the grating. If the wavelengths and angles are chosen to

satisfy the grating diffraction equation, then the first-order (or any other order of

choice) of the diffracted beams 320A-320F will emerge as one collinear beam 3 12

containing all the original wavelengths.

Subsequently, in Figure 3 , the combined beam 3 12 that is reflected off of and

exits the dispersive beam combiner 322 is directed at a lens assembly 336 that

focuses the assembly output beam 3 12 onto a fiber facet 338 of the fiber 340. The

design of the lens assembly 336 and the optical fiber 340 can be varied pursuant to

the teachings provided herein. Alternatively, for example, the combined beam 3 12

can be directed a optical switch 237 (illustrated in Figure 2).

In one embodiment, the lens assembly 336 is a spherical lens having an

optical axis that is aligned and coaxial with the output beam 3 12 . In one

embodiment, to achieve the desired small size and portability, the lens assembly 336

has a relatively small diameter. In alternative, non-exclusive embodiments, the lens

assembly 336 has a diameter of less than approximately 10 or 15 millimeters, and a

focal length of approximately 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 11, 12 , 13 , 14 , 15 , 16 , 17 ,

18 , 19 , 20, 2 1 , 22, 23, 24 or 25 mm and any fractional values thereof. The lens

assembly 336 can comprise materials selected from the group of Ge, ZnSe, ZnS Si,

CaF, BaF or chalcogenide glass. However, other materials may also be utilized that

are effective with the wavelengths of the beams 320A-320F. The lens assembly 336

may be spherical or aspherical. The lens assembly 336 can be designed to have



numerical aperture (NA) which matches that of a fiber 340 and to have a clear

aperture that matches the diameter of the output beam 3 12 .

In one embodiment, the optical fiber 340 is multi-mode fiber that transmits the

output beam 3 12 . In certain embodiments, the fiber facet 338 (the inlet) of the

optical fiber 340 includes an AR (anti-reflection) coating. The AR coating allows the

output beam 3 12 to easily enter the fiber facet 338. This improves the efficiency of

the coupling of the output beam 3 12 to the optical fiber 340, and reduces the amount

of heat that is generated at the fiber facet 338. Further, the AR coating ensures that

the majority of the power generated by the laser sources 3 18A-31 8F is transferred to

the optical fiber 340. In one embodiment, the AR coating has a relatively low

reflectivity in the MIR range. In alternative, non-exclusive embodiments, the AR

coating can have a reflectivity of less than approximately 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , or 5 percent at

the MIR range.

In one embodiment, the lens assembly 336 and the optical fiber 340 are

secured to the mounting base 334. It should be noted that it is important to obtain

and maintain the precise relative position between the components of the laser

source assembly 3 10 .

In this embodiment, the individual laser sources 3 18A-31 8F are designed to

provide near diffraction limited beams 320A-320F, and the incoherently combined

beams 320A-320F will result in a more powerful and also near diffraction limited

beam 3 12 . As provided herein, the near diffraction limited property allows the

focusing of the combined beam 3 12 into the fiber 340 with little loss.

Figure 4A is a simplified perspective illustration of yet another embodiment of

the laser source assembly 4 10 . In this embodiment, the laser source assembly 4 10

is generally rectangular shaped and includes a bottom cover 450, a system controller

452 (illustrated in phantom) that is stacked on the bottom cover 450, a thermal

module 454 that is stacked on the system controller 452, an insulator 456 that is

stacked on top of the thermal module 454, a mounting base 434 that is stacked on

top of the insulator 456, a laser system 460 that is secured to the mounting base

434, and a cover 462 that covers the laser system 460. Alternatively, the laser

source assembly 4 10 can be designed with more or fewer components than are

illustrated in Figure 4A and/or the arrangement of these components can be different

than that illustrated in Figure 4A. Further, the size and shape of these components

can be different than that illustrated in Figure 4A. It should be noted that the laser



source 4 10 can be powered by a generator, e.g. the generator for the aircraft 14

(illustrated in Figure 1) , a battery, or another power source.

Figure 4B is a simplified, partly exploded perspective view of the laser source

assembly 4 10 of Figure 4A, and the assembly output beam 4 12 (illustrated with a

dashed line). In this embodiment, the bottom cover 450 is rigid, and is shaped

somewhat similar to an inverted top to a box. Alternatively, the bottom cover 450

can have another suitable configuration.

The system controller 452 controls the operation of the thermal module 454

and the laser system 460. For example, the system controller 452 can include one

or more processors and circuits. In certain embodiments, the system controller 452

can control the electron injection current to the individual laser sources 4 18A-41 8G

of the laser system 460 and the temperature of the mounting base 434 and the laser

system 460 to allow the user to remotely change the characteristics of the assembly

output beam 4 12 (illustrated in Figure 1) .

In certain embodiments, the system controller 452 individually directs current

to each of the laser sources 4 18A-41 8G. For example, the system controller 452

can continuously direct power to one or more of the laser sources 4 18A-41 8G.

Alternatively, for example, the system controller 452 can direct power in a pulsed

fashion to one or more of the laser sources 4 18A-41 8G. In one embodiment, the

duty cycle is approximately fifty percent. Alternatively, the duty cycle can be greater

than or less than fifty percent.

In one, non-exclusive embodiment, the system controller 452 pulses

approximately 5-20 watts peak power (as opposed to constant power) to one or

more of the laser sources 4 18A-41 8G in a low duty cycle wave form. With this

design, the laser source 4 18A-41 8G lases with little to no heating of the core, the

average power directed to the laser source 4 18A-41 8G is relatively low, and the

desired average optical power of the output beam 4 12 can be efficiently achieved.

It should be noted that in the pulsed mode of operation, the system controller

452 can simultaneous direct pulses of power to each of the laser sources 4 18A-

4 18G so that each of the laser sources 4 18A-41 8G generates the respective beam

420A-420G at the same time. Alternatively, the system controller 454 can direct

pulses of power to one or more of the laser sources 4 18A-41 8G at different times so

that the laser sources 4 18A-41 8G generate the respective beam 420A-420G at

different times.



As provided herein, the system controller 452 can accept analog, digital or

software transmitted commands to pulse the assembly output beam 4 12 with the

desired pulse width and repetition rate. This feature allows the user to precisely

adjust the characteristics of the assembly beam 4 12 to meet the system

requirements of the laser source assembly 4 10 .

The thermal module 454 controls the temperature of the mounting base 434

and the laser system 460. For example, the thermal module 454 can include a

heater (not shown), a chiller (not shown), and a temperature sensor (not shown) e.g.

a thermistor. In one embodiment, the temperature sensor provides feedback

regarding the temperature of the mounting base 434, and the system controller 452

receives the feedback from the temperature sensor to control the operation of the

thermal module 454. With this design, the thermal module 454 is used to directly

control the temperature of the mounting base 434 so that the mounting base 434 is

maintained at a predetermined temperature. In one non-exclusive embodiment, the

predetermined temperature is approximately 25 degrees Celsius. By maintaining

the mounting base 434 at a predetermined temperature, the thermal module 454 can

be used to control the temperature of the components of the laser system 460.

In one embodiment, the thermal module 454 is designed to selectively

circulate hot or cold circulation fluid (not shown) through the mounting base 434 to

control the temperature of the mounting base 434. In this embodiment, the chiller

and the heater can be used to control the temperature of the circulation fluid that is

circulated in the mounting base 434. Alternatively, the thermal module 454 can be in

direct thermal contact with the mounting base 434. Additionally, or alternatively, the

thermal module 434 can also include one or more cooling fans and vents to further

remove the heat generated by the operation of the laser source assembly 4 10 .

In certain embodiments, the mounting base 434 provides a rigid, one piece

platform to support the components of the laser system 460 and maintain the relative

position of the components of the laser system 460. In one non-exclusive

embodiment, the mounting base 434 is monolithic, and generally rectangular plate

shaped, and includes a plurality of embedded base passageways (not shown) that

allow for the circulation of the hot and/or cold circulation fluid through the mounting

base 434. Non-exclusive examples of suitable materials for the mounting base 434

include magnesium, aluminum, and carbon fiber composite.



The cover 462 covers the laser system 460 and provides a controlled

environment for the laser system 460. More specifically, the cover 462 can

cooperate with the mounting base 434 to define a sealed laser chamber that

encloses the laser sources 4 18A-41 8G. Further, an environment in the sealed laser

chamber can be controlled. For example, the sealed laser chamber can be filled

with an inert gas, or another type of fluid, or the sealed laser chamber can be

subjected to vacuum. In one embodiment, cover 462 is rigid, and is shaped

somewhat similar to an inverted top to a box. Moreover, in this embodiment, the

laser beams 420A-420G travel in free space in the sealed laser chamber.

In Figure 4B, the laser system 460 includes (i) seven individual laser sources

4 18A-41 8G that are fixedly secured to the mounting base 434, (ii) the dispersive

beam combiner 422 that is similar to the corresponding component described above

and illustrated in Figure 3 , (iii) the beam director assembly 428, (iv) a beam combiner

464; (v) a lens assembly 436 that is similar to the corresponding component

described above and illustrated in Figure 3 ; and (vi) an output fiber 440 that is similar

to the corresponding component described above and illustrated in Figure 3 .

Alternatively, for example, the output beam 4 12 can be directed to an optical switch

(illustrated in Figure 2) that is fixedly mounted to the laser source assembly 4 10 .

In Figure 4B, the beam director assembly 428 (i) redirects six of the laser

beams 420A-420F so that the six individual laser beams 420A-420F impinge at the

desired beam angle at the plane of the combiner common area 424 of the dispersive

beam combiner 422 (e.g. the grating) so that the assembly output beam 4 12 (e.g.

the diffracted beams) co-propagate as they reflect off of and exit the dispersive beam

combiner 422; and (ii) directs one of the laser beam 420G at the beam combiner

464.

Figure 4C is a simplified top view of the mounting base 434, and the seven

laser sources 4 18A-41 8G of laser system 460. In this embodiment, six of the laser

sources 4 18A-41 8F are similar in design, and the seventh laser source 4 18G is

different. As one non-exclusive example, six of the laser sources 4 18A-41 8F can

generate laser beams 420A-420F having a center wavelength in the mid to far

infrared range (3-30 microns), and one of the laser sources 4 18G can generate a

laser beam 420G having a center wavelength that is outside the mid to far infrared

range.



Further, as provided herein, one or more the laser sources 4 18A-41 8G can be

individually tuned so that a center wavelength of each laser source 4 18A-41 8G is

different. With this design, the laser sources 4 18A-41 8G can be tuned so that the

assembly output beam 4 12 is a multiple wavelength (incoherent) beam. As a result

thereof, the characteristics (e.g. the wavelengths) of the assembly output beam 4 12

can be adjusted to suit the application for the laser source assembly 4 10 . Further,

the specific center wavelength of the six beams 420A-420F are also selected to

correspond to its respective beam angle (not denoted in Figure 4C) in which it

impinges on the dispersive beam combiner 422. Moreover, the exact wavelengths

contained in the output beam 4 12 can be selected so that the resulting assembly

output beam 4 12 propagates through the atmosphere with minimal absorption.

One embodiment of a suitable laser source 4 18A-41 8F for generating the mid

to far infrared beams 420A-420F is described in more detail below with reference to

Figure 6 . Each of these laser sources 420A-420F can also be referred to as a Band

4 laser source. Further, it should also be noted that each of these six laser sources

4 18A-41 8F can generate a beam 420A-420F having a power of between

approximately 0.5 and 3 watts. As a result thereof, the six laser sources 4 18A-41 8F

can generate a combined power of between approximately three and eighteen watts.

One embodiment of a suitable other laser source 4 18G is a diode-pumped

Thulium-doped fiber laser that generates a beam 420G having a center wavelength

of approximately 2 microns. A suitable other laser source 4 18G can be purchased

from IPG Photonics, located in Oxford, MA. The other laser source 4 18G can also

be referred to as a Band I laser source. In one embodiment, the other laser source

4 18G generates a beam 420G having a power of between approximately one to ten

watts, and a linewidth of less than approximately 2.5 cm-1 .

In this embodiment, for the six laser sources 4 18A-41 8F, the beam director

assembly 428 can include a first beam director (not labeled in Figure 4C) and a

second beam director (not labeled in Figure 4C) that are similar to the corresponding

components described above and illustrated in Figure 3 .

Further, in this embodiment, for the other laser source 4 18G, the beam

director assembly 428 can include a guiding optical fiber 466 that guides the beam

420G from the body of the laser source 4 18G, a fiber collimator 468 that collimates

and launches the beam 420G, and a beam director 470 that directs the laser beam

420G at the beam combiner 464. For example, the beam director 470 can be a



reflector (e.g. a beam steering prism) that includes a coating that reflects light in the

wavelength of the beam 420G. Further, in one embodiment, the beam director 470

can direct the beam 420G at an angle of approximately ninety degrees relative to the

output beam 4 12 .

The beam combiner 464 can be a dichroic filter that is designed to be anti-

reflective to light in the mid to far range while being highly reflective to light outside

the mid to far infrared range (or the wavelength of the beam 420G). In this

embodiment, the dichroic filter has a central axis that is coaxial with the beams

exiting the dispersive beam combiner 422. For example, the dichroic filter 464 can

include a coating that is anti-reflective to light in the mid to far infrared range, and

reflective to light outside the mid to far infrared range. With this design, the beams

420A-420F are transmitted through the dichroic filter 464, and the beam 420G is

reflected off of the dichroic filter 464.

It should be noted that with this design, the laser beam 420G is directed to be

coaxial and co-propagating with the beams 420A-420F that exit the dispersive beam

combiner 422 to create the output beam 4 12 .

Figure 5 is a graph that illustrates one non-exclusive example of the

wavelengths that can be generated by the laser source assembly 4 10 (illustrated in

Figures 4A-4C). In this embodiment, six of the beams 420A-420F have a center

wavelength in the mid infrared range, and one of the beams 420G has a center

wavelength outside the mid infrared range.

Figure 6 is a simplified cut-away view of one non-exclusive example of a laser

source 6 18 that can be used in any of the laser source assemblies disclosed herein.

In this embodiment, the laser source 6 18 is an external cavity (EC), narrow linewidth,

quantum cascade laser (QCL). With this design, the output beam 620 from this laser

source 6 18 can be characterized by near-diffraction limited divergence, narrow

linewidth and specific wavelength in mid to far infrared spectral range. Further, the

laser source 6 18 provides stable, predictable spectral emission that does not drift

over time.

In Figure 6 , the laser source 6 18 includes a source frame 672, a quantum

cascade ("QC") gain media 674, a cavity optical assembly 676, a temperature

controller 678, an output optical assembly 680, and a wavelength dependant ("WD")

feedback assembly 682 that cooperate to generate the fixed, output beam 620. The

design of each of these components can be varied pursuant to the teachings



provided herein. In should be noted that the laser source 6 18 can be designed with

more or fewer components than described above.

In Figure 6 , the source frame 672 is generally rectangular shaped and

includes a mounting base 672A, and a cover 672B. Alternatively, for example, the

source frame 672 can be designed without the cover 672B and/or can have a

configuration different from that illustrated in Figure 6 .

The mounting base 672A provides a rigid platform for fixedly mounting the QC

gain media 674, the cavity optical assembly 676, the output optical assembly 680

and the W D feedback assembly 682. In one embodiment, the mounting base 672A

is a monolithic structure that provides structural integrity. In certain embodiments,

the mounting base 672A is made of rigid material that has a relatively high thermal

conductivity. In one non-exclusive embodiment, the mounting base 672A has a

thermal conductivity of at least approximately 170 watts/meter K. With this design, in

addition to rigidly supporting the components, the mounting base 672A also readily

transfers heat away from the QC gain media 674 to the temperature controller 678.

For example, the mounting base 672A can be fabricated from a single, integral piece

of copper, copper-tungsten or other material having a sufficiently high thermal

conductivity. The one piece structure of the mounting base 672A maintains the fixed

relationship of the components mounted thereto and contributes to the small size

and portability of the MIR laser source 10 .

In Figure 6 , the cover 672B is shaped somewhat similar to an inverted, open

rectangular box, and the cover 672B can include a transparent window 672C that

allows the beam 620 to pass through the cover 672B. In one embodiment, the cover

672B is hermetically sealed to the mounting base 672A in an air tight manner. This

allows the source frame 672 to provide a controlled environment around some of the

components. For example, a cover cavity can be filled with a fluid such as nitrogen

or an air/nitrogen mixture to keep out moisture and humidity; or the cover cavity can

be subjected to a vacuum.

The QC gain media 674 is a unipolar semiconductor laser that includes a

series of energy steps built into the material matrix while the crystal is being grown.

With this design, electrons transmitted through the QC gain media 674 emit one

photon at each of the energy steps. In one embodiment, the QC gain media 674

uses two different semiconductor materials such as InGaAs and AllnAs (grown on an

InP or GaSb substrate for example) to form a series of potential wells and barriers



for electron transitions. The thickness of these wells/barriers determines the

wavelength characteristic of the QC gain media 674. Fabricating the QC gain media

of different thickness enables production of the laser having different output

frequencies within the mid infrared range.

It should be noted that fine tuning of the beam 620 may be achieved by

controlling the temperature of the QC gain media 674, such as by changing the DC

bias current. Such temperature tuning is relatively narrow and may be used to vary

the wavelength by approximately 1-2 gigahertz/Kelvin which is typically less than

0.01 % of the peak emission wavelength.

In the case of QC gain media 674, the "diode" has been replaced by a

conduction band quantum well. Electrons are injected into the upper quantum well

state and collected from the lower state using a superlattice structure. The upper and

lower states are both within the conduction band. Replacing the diode with a single-

carrier quantum well system means that the generated photon energy is no longer

tied to the material bandgap. This removes the requirement for exotic new materials

for each wavelength, and also removes Auger recombination as a problem issue in

the active region. The superlattice and quantum well can be designed to provide

lasing at almost any photon energy that is sufficiently below the conduction band

quantum well barrier.

As used herein, the term QC gain media 674 shall also include Interband

Cascade Lasers (ICL). ICL lasers use a conduction-band to valence-band transition

as in the traditional diode laser. In one, non-exclusive embodiment, the

semiconductor QCL laser chip is mounted epitaxial growth side down and a length of

approximately four millimeters, a width of approximately one millimeter, and a height

of approximately one hundred microns. A suitable QC gain media 674 can be

purchased from Alpes Lasers, located in Switzerland. QC gain media 674 have low

power requirements and can be manufactured with much higher yields, providing a

dependable supply at lower costs.

In Figure 6 , the QC gain media 674 includes (i) a first facet that faces the

cavity optical assembly 676 and the W D feedback assembly 682, and (ii) a second

facet that faces the output optical assembly 680. In this embodiment, the QC gain

media 674 emits from both facets.

In one embodiment, the first facet is coated with an anti-reflection ("AR")

coating and the second facet is coated with a reflective coating. The AR coating



allows light directed from the QC gain media 674 at the first facet to easily exit the

QC gain media 674 and allows the light reflected from the W D feedback assembly

682 to easily enter the QC gain media 674. In contrast, the reflective coating reflects

at least some of the light that is directed at the second facet from the QC gain media

674 back into the QC gain medium 674. In one non-exclusive embodiment, the AR

coating can have a reflectivity of less than approximately 2 percent, and the

reflective coating can have a reflectivity of between approximately 2-95 percent. In

this embodiment, the reflective coating acts as an output coupler for the external

cavity.

The QC gain media 674 generates a relatively strong output IR beam and

also generates quite a bit of heat. Accordingly, the temperature controller 678 can

be an important component that is needed to remove the heat, thereby permitting

long lived operation.

The cavity optical assembly 676 is positioned between the QC gain media

674 and the W D feedback assembly 682 along the lasing axis (along the X axis in

Figures), and collimates and focuses the light that passes between these

components. For example, the cavity optical assembly 676 can include one or more

lens. For example, the lens can be an aspherical lens having an optical axis that is

aligned with the lasing axis.

The temperature controller 678 can be used to control the temperature of the

QC gain media 674, the mounting base 672A, and/or one or more of the other

components.

The output optical assembly 680 is positioned between the QC gain media

674 and the window 672C in line with the lasing axis; and the output optical

assembly 680 collimates and focuses the light that exits the second facet of the QC

gain media 674. For example, the output optical assembly 680 can include one or

more lens that can be somewhat similar in design to the lens of the cavity optical

assembly 676.

The W D feedback assembly 682 reflects the light back to the QC gain media

674 along the lasing axis, and is used to precisely adjust the lasing frequency of the

external cavity and the wavelength of the beam 620. In this manner, the beam 620

may be tuned and set to a desired fixed wavelength with the W D feedback assembly

682 without adjusting the QC gain media 674. Thus, in the external cavity

arrangements disclosed herein, the W D feedback assembly 682 dictates what



wavelength will experience the most gain and thus dominate the wavelength of the

beam 620.

In certain embodiments, the W D feedback assembly 682 includes a

wavelength dependent ("WD") reflector 682A that cooperates with the reflective

coating on the second facet of the QC gain media 674 to form the external cavity.

Further, the W D reflector 682A can be tuned to adjust the lasing frequency of the

external cavity, and the relative position of the W D feedback assembly 682 can be

adjusted to tune the laser source 6 18 to generate the beam 620 that is fixed at a

precisely selected specific wavelength in the mid to far infrared range.

In alternative, non-exclusive embodiments, the W D feedback assembly 682

can be used to control the fixed wavelength of beam 620 within approximately 0.1 ,

0.01 , 0.001 , or 0.0001 microns. In certain embodiments, with the designs provided

herein, the beam 620 has a relatively narrow line width. In non-exclusive examples,

the laser source 6 18 can be designed so that the line width of the beam 620 is less

than approximately 6 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 2 , 1, 0.8, 0.5, or 0.1 cm-1 . Alternatively, the laser

source 6 18 can be designed so that the line width of the beam 620 is greater than

approximately 7 , 8 , 9 , or 10 cm-1 . The spectral width of the beam 620 can be

adjusted by adjusting the cavity parameters of the external cavity. For example, the

spectral width of the beam 620 can be increased by decreasing wavelength

dispersion of intracavity wavelength selector.

The design of the W D feedback assembly 682 and the W D reflector 682A can

vary pursuant to the teachings provided herein. Non-exclusive examples of a

suitable W D reflector 682A includes a diffraction grating, a MEMS grating, prism

pairs, a thin film filter stack with a reflector, an acoustic optic modulator, or an

electro-optic modulator. A more complete discussion of these types of W D

reflectors 682A can be found in the Tunable Laser Handbook, Academic Press, Inc.,

Copyright 1995, chapter 8 , Pages 349-435, Paul Zorabedian.

The type of adjustment done to the W D reflector 682A to adjust the lasing

frequency of the external cavity and the wavelength of the beam 620 will vary

according to the type of W D reflector 682A. For example, if the W D reflector 682A is

a diffraction grating, rotation of the diffraction grating relative to the lasing axis and

the QC gain media 674 adjusts the lasing wavelength and the wavelength of the

beam 620. There are many different ways to precisely rotate and fix the position of

the diffraction grating.



In Figure 6 , the W D feedback assembly 682 includes a pivot 682B (e.g. a

bearing or flexure) that secures W D reflector 682A to the source frame 672, and an

adjuster 682C (e.g. a threaded screw) that can be rotated (manually or electrically) to

adjust the angle of the W D reflector 682A.

It should be noted that the position of the W D reflector 682 can be adjusted

during manufacturing to obtain the desired wavelength of the beam 620.

Further, it should be noted that the laser source 6 18 is tunable to a small

degree by changing the temperature of the QC gain media 674 with the temperature

controller 678 or by variation of the input current to the QC gain media 674.

Figure 7 is a simplified top view of a prototype that was built of a laser source

assembly 7 10 including the mounting base 734, three laser sources 7 18A-71 8C that

generate beams 720A-720C, the dispersive beam combiner 722, and the beam

director assembly 728 that redirects the beams 720A-720C at the proper angles at

the dispersive beam combiner 722 so that the beams 720A-720C co-propagate to

form the output beam 7 12 . The laser sources 7 18A-71 8C, the dispersive beam

combiner 722, and the beam director assembly 728 are similar to the corresponding

components described above and illustrated in Figure 3 .

In this embodiment, the laser sources 7 18A-71 8C can be individually tuned so

that a center wavelength of each laser source 7 18A-71 8C is different. Further, the

beam director assembly 728 redirects the beams 720A-720C so that each beam

720A-720C impinges at a different angle on the dispersive beam combiner 722. In

this example, the dispersive beam combiner 722 diffracted over eighty-five percent

of each beam 720A-702C into the spatial output beam 7 12 .

In one embodiment, the three laser sources 7 18A-71 8C generate beams

720A-720C having a different center wavelength that corresponds to low absorption

windows in the atmosphere between four and one-half and five microns. Figure 8

illustrates one non-exclusive example of the three selected wavelengths of the

beams 720A-720C of the laser sources 7 18A-71 8C (illustrated in Figure 7) that were

selected in the low absorption windows. Figure 8 also illustrates the corresponding

incidence angle on the grating in which each beam 720A-720C is directed at the

dispersive beam combiner 722 (illustrated in Figure 7) so that the beams 720A-720C

co-propagate to form the output beam 7 12 (illustrated in Figure 7).

The figure of merit for evaluating the diffraction limited-ness of a beam is

denoted by M2, and M2 equals one for a perfect beam. A non perfect beam has a M2



value that is greater than one. Measuring a beam's diameter as a function of

distance yields this M2 parameter. In non-exclusive prototype illustrated in Figure 7 ,

each of the individual laser beams 720A-720C had M2 numbers of approximately

1. 1 5 , and the resulting combined output beam 7 12 had an M2 value of approximatley

1.2 and low divergence.

Figure 9 illustrates the beam profiles as a function of distance for the three

individual beams 720A-720C (illustrated in Figure 7) and the combined output beam

7 12 (illustrated in Figure 7) for the laser source assembly 7 10 (illustrated in Figure

7).

As provided herein, gratings and prisms represent the simplest beam

dispersive beam combiners 222, 322, 422, 722. However, more complex dispersive

beam combiners could be utilized. For example, the dispersive beam combiner can

include additional optics, that, for example, address the fact that beams with small

wavelength differences have to impinge on a dispersive element at very similar

angles. Having a dispersive beam combiner that takes in these beams at greater

incremental angles could greatly help reduce the size and complexity of the beam

director assembly.

Figure 10 illustrates three beams 1020A-1 020C and another embodiment of a

dispersive beam combiner 1022 that combines the beams. In this embodiment, the

dispersive beam combiner 1022 is a grism that includes a prism 1022A and a grating

1022B that is positioned on one side of the prism 1022A. In this embodiment, the

three beams 1020A-1 020C are directed at the prism 1022A, which directs the three

beams 1020A-1 020C at the grating 1022B. Stated in another fashion, the beams

1020A-1 020C enter the prism 1022A medium through the optically flat side and then

impinge on the grating 1022B from inside of the prism 1022A.

In this embodiment, if the grating 1022B is transmissive, the beams 1020A-

1020C will co-propagate through the grating 1022B to form the output beam 10 12T.

Alternatively, in this embodiment, if the grating 1022B is reflective, the beams

1020A-1 020C will be reflect off of the grating 1022B to form the output beam 10 12R

that is transmitted back through the prism 1022A.

It should be noted that in Figure 10 , because of the use of the prism 1022A,

the differences in angle of incidence in which the beams 1020A-1 020C impinge on

the prism 1022A can be relatively large, while still achieving relatively small

differences in angle of incidence on the grating 1022B. With this design, beams



1022A-1 022C with small wavelength differences can be directed at the prism 1022A

with larger differences in angle of incidence on the prism 1022A, while still achieving

the necessary, relatively small differences in angle of incidence on the grating

1022B. The greater the index of refraction of the material for the prism 1022A, the

smaller the delta angles between the beams 1020A-1 020C at the grating 1022B.

For infrared wavelengths, transparent materials such as silicon, germanium or zinc

selenide can be used for the prism 1022A.

Figure 11 illustrates three beams 1120A-1 120C and another embodiment of a

dispersive beam combiner 1122 that combines the beams. In this embodiment, the

dispersive beam combiner 1122 includes a first anamorphic prism 1122A, a second

anamorphic prism 1122B that is spaced apart from the first anamorphic prism

1122A, and a grating 1122C that is spaced apart from the anamorphic prisms

1122A, 1122B.

In this embodiment, the three beams 1120A-1 120C are directed at the first

anamorphic prism 1122A, which transmits and directs the three beams 1120A-

1120C at the second anamorphic prism 1122A. Next, the second anamorphic prism

1122A transmits and directs the three beams 1120A-1 120C at the grating 1122C.

In this embodiment, if the grating 1122C is transmissive, the beams 1120A-

1120C will co-propagate through the grating 1122C to form the output beam 1112T.

Alternatively, in this embodiment, if the grating 1122C is reflective, the beams

1120A-1 120C will be reflect off of the grating 1122C to form the output beam 1112R.

In Figure 11, because of the use of the prisms 1122A, 1122B, the differences

in angle of incidence in which the beams 1120A-1 120C impinge on the first prism

1122A can be relatively large, while still achieving a relatively small differences in

angle of incidence on the grating 1122C. With this design, beams 1122A-1 122C

with small wavelength differences can be directed at the first prism 1122A with larger

differences in angle of incidence on the first prism 1122A, while still achieving the

necessary, relatively small differences in angle of incidence on the grating 1122C.

Figure 12A is a simplified side illustration of an optical fiber switch 1237

having features of the present invention with a redirector 1284 positioned in a first

position 1285A; Figure 12B is a simplified side illustration of the optical fiber switch

1237 with the redirector 1284 positioned in a second position 1285B that is different

from the first position 1285A; and Figure 12C is a simplified side illustration of the

optical fiber switch 1237 with the redirector 1284 positioned in a third position 1285C



that is different from the first position 1285A and the second position 1285B. It

should be noted that a switch housing, and a motor that selectively rotates the

redirector 1284 between the positions 1285A-1 285C are not shown so that the other

components of the optical fiber switch 1237 are visible. In this embodiment, the

optical fiber switch 1237 selectively directs the assembly output beam 12 12 to each

of the output fibers 1286A, 1286B, 1286C. It should be noted that the optical fiber

switch 1237 can be designed to selectively direct the beam 12 12 to more than three

or fewer than three output fibers 1286A, 1286B, 1286C.

Figures 12A-1 2C illustrate that the optical fiber switch 30 includes a lens 1236

that focuses the beam 12 12 along an input axis 1288 at the redirector 1284. In this

embodiment, the redirector 1284 redirects the input beam 12 12 so that the beam

12 12 (i) launches from the redirector 1284 along a first redirected axis 1289A that is

spaced apart from the input axis 1288 when the redirector 1284 is positioned at the

first position 1285A as illustrated in Figure 12A; (ii) launches from the redirector 1284

along a second redirected axis 1289B that is spaced apart from the input axis 1288

when the redirector 1284 is positioned at the second position 1285B as illustrated in

Figure 12B; and (iii) launches from the redirector 1284 along a third redirected axis

1289C that is spaced apart from the input axis 1288 when the redirector 1284 is

positioned at the third position 1285C as illustrated in Figure 3C.

In this embodiment, the redirected axes 1289A, 1289B, 1289C are parallel to

the input axis 1288, and are each offset an equal distance away from the input axis

1288. In Figures 12A-1 2C, (i) a first fiber inlet of the first output fiber 1286A is

positioned along the first redirected axis 1289A; (ii) a second fiber inlet of the second

output fiber 1286B is positioned along the second redirected axis 1289B; and (iii) a

third fiber inlet of the third output fiber 1286C is positioned along the third redirected

axis 1289C.

Additionally, the optical fiber switch 1237 can include (i) a first coupling lens

1290A that is positioned on the first redirected axis 1289A between the redirector

1284 and the first fiber 1286A when the redirector 1284 is in the first position 1285A;

(ii) a second coupling lens 1290B that is positioned on the second redirected axis

1289B between the redirector 1284 and the second fiber 1286B when the redirector

1284 is in the second position 1285B; and (iii) a third coupling lens 1290C that is

positioned on the third redirected axis 1289C between the redirector 1284 and the

third fiber 1286C when the redirector 1284 is in the third position 1285C.



The design of the redirector 1284 can be varied pursuant to the teachings

provided herein. In one embodiment, the redirector 1284 includes an input reflective

surface 1292A (e.g. a mirror) that is positioned in the path of the output beam 12 12 ,

and an output reflective surface 1292B (e.g. a mirror) that is substantially parallel to

(in parallel planes) and spaced apart from the input reflective surface 1292A along a

redirector longitudinal axis that is perpendicular to the input axis 1288. In this

embodiment, each reflective surface 1292A, 1292B is adapted to reflect the beam

12 12 . For example, the input reflective surface 1292A can redirect the input beam

12 12 approximately ninety degrees, and the output reflective surface 1292B can also

redirect the beam 12 12 approximately ninety degrees. With this design, in this

embodiment, the redirected beam is parallel and spaced apart from the input beam

12 12 . Moreover, the input reflective surface 1292A can be fixedly coupled to the

second reflective surface 1292B so that they are moved concurrently during

movement of the redirector 1284.

A more detailed discussion of an optical fiber switch is provided in U.S.

Application Serial No. 12/780,575, filed on May 14 , 201 0 , and entitled Optical Fiber

Switch". As far as permitted, the contents of U.S. Application Serial No. 12/780,575

are incorporated herein by reference.

While the particular designs as shown and disclosed herein is fully capable of

obtaining the objects and providing the advantages herein before stated, it is to be

understood that it is merely illustrative of the presently preferred embodiments of the

invention and that no limitations are intended to the details of construction or design

herein shown other than as described in the appended claims.



What is claimed is:

1. A laser source assembly for providing an assembly output beam, the

laser source assembly comprising:

a first laser source that emits a first beam having a first center

wavelength;

a second laser source that emits a second beam having a second

center wavelength that is different than the first center wavelength; and

a dispersive beam combiner that combines the first beam and the

second beam to provide the assembly output beam; wherein the first beam

impinges on a common area of the dispersive beam combiner at a first beam

angle, and wherein the second beam impinges on the common area at a

second beam angle that is different than the first beam angle; and wherein the

beams exiting from the dispersive beam combiner are substantially coaxial.

2 . The laser source assembly of claim 1 wherein the first laser source

includes an adjustable, first wavelength dependent feedback assembly that is

adjusted to select the first center wavelength; and wherein the second laser source

includes an adjustable, second wavelength dependent feedback assembly that is

adjusted to select the second center wavelength.

3 . The laser source assembly of claim 1 wherein the first center

wavelength and the second center wavelength are in the mid to far infrared range.

4 . The laser source assembly of claim 1 wherein the assembly output

beam has a figure of merit M2 of approximately 1.2.

5 . The laser source assembly of claim 1 further comprising an optical

switch, and a lens that focuses the assembly output beam on an inlet to the optical

switch.

6 . The laser source assembly of claim 1 wherein the dispersive beam

combiner includes a grating which combines the first beam and the second beam.



7 . The laser source assembly of claim 6 further comprising a prism that

directs the beams at the grating.

8 . The laser source assembly of claim 1 further comprising a third laser

source that emits a third beam having a third center wavelength that is different than

the first center wavelength and the second center wavelength; wherein the

dispersive beam combiner that combines the first beam, the second beam, and the

third beam to provide the assembly output beam; wherein the third beam impinges

on the common area of dispersive beam combiner at a third beam angle that is

different than the first beam angle and the second beam angle.

9 . The laser source assembly of claim 1 further comprising a reflective

beam director assembly that reflects the first beam so that the first beam impinges

on the common area at the first angle, and that reflects the second beam so that the

second beam impinges on the common area at the second angle.

10 . A missile jamming system for jamming an incoming missile, the missile

jamming system comprising the laser source assembly of claim 1 directing the

assembly output beam at the incoming missile.

11. A method for generating an assembly output beam, the method

comprising the steps of:

emitting a first beam with a first laser source, the first beam having a

first center wavelength;

emitting a second beam with a second laser source, the second beam

having a second center wavelength that is different than the first center

wavelength; and

combining the first beam and the second beam with a dispersive beam

combiner provide the assembly output beam; wherein the first beam impinges

on a common area of dispersive beam combiner at a first beam angle;

wherein the second beam impinges on the common area at a second beam

angle that is different than the first beam angle, and wherein the beams

exiting from the dispersive beam combiner are substantially coaxial.



12 . The method of claim 11 wherein the step of emitting a first beam

includes adjusting a first wavelength dependent feedback assembly of the first laser

source to adjust the first center wavelength, and wherein the step of emitting a

second beam includes adjusting a second wavelength dependent feedback

assembly of the second laser source to adjust the second center wavelength.

13 . The method of claim 11 wherein the assembly output beam has a

figure of merit M2 of less than approximately 1.2.

14 . The method of claim 11 further comprising the step of focusing the

assembly output beam on an inlet of an optical switch.

15 . The method of claim 11 wherein the step of combining includes the

dispersive beam combiner having a grating which combines the first beam and the

second beam.

16 . The method of claim 15 further comprising the step of directing the

beams at the grating with a prism.

17 . The method of claim 11 further comprising the step of emitting a third

beam with a third laser source, the third beam having a third center wavelength that

is different than the first center wavelength and the second center wavelength, and

wherein the step of combining includes combining the first beam, the second beam

and the third beam with the dispersive beam combiner to provide the assembly

output beam; wherein the third beam impinges on the common area at a third beam

angle that is different from the first beam angle and the second beam angle.

18 . The method of claim 11 further comprising the step of reflecting the first

beam so that the first beam impinges on the common area at the first beam angle,

and reflecting the second beam so that the second beam impinges on the common

area at the second beam angle.



19 . The method of claim 11 wherein the step of emitting a first beam

includes the first beam being in the mid to far infrared range, and wherein the step of

emitting a second beam includes the second beam being in the mid to far infrared

range.
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